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The Spring Congress may decide:
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European University Network
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we have hundreds of national and private higher education institutions.
the institutions have most of the time bilateral agreements with other institutions.
a joint or double degree is often the exception.
Considering
that there could be a network across universities and faculties in Europe that work
together and offers study programs altogether in cooperation.
the European spirit could be lived and experienced during the study program.
that the students can do their Bachelor degree at three different universities in three
different European countries and all performances are recognized.
European values are spread and exchange would be lived by promoting the diversity of
the European languages and educating the student as a free world citizen.
that there is an institution that supports actively the multilingualism of students.
LYMEC calls for
a European University Network network of science, research, and teaching which
includes universities/ universities of applied science and/or individual faculties.
a network that offers European specific study programs (e.g European Law) with
harmonized examination regulations and coordinated study contents.
financed by a common core funding, jobs and research vacancies from the EU-budget,
third-party funds or with other cooperations.
a shift in responsibilities towards the EU. The Council of education, youth, culture, and
sports should ensures the European wide accreditation of the European study
programmes
Attention: This is a preview! The official text is printed in the proposal book for Spring Congress 05. - 07. April 2019.
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